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About This Game

Accidentally, Pep comes into contact with an extraterrestrial internet connection. This alien connection, called "Infernal_X" and
coming from planet Hellx, is now free to destroy the entire planet Earth by infecting all the informatics systems. Pep have to

stop this global infection by destroying all the 7 Virtual_Guardians arrived from Planet Hellx (with the help of an internet
radiation, Inra) in order to access the Virtual World where the virus Infernal_X is located in order to eliminate it.

In this retro-2D platform adventure game, Pep keep his personal cellphone always working in order to detect where each
Virtual_Guardian is located and go through difficult levels in order to reach the goal in each stage, sometime also by using a

Virtual_Motorbike with alternative physics laws, and a Virtual_Gun to destroy each Virtual_Guardian during intense boss fights.
The game is ispired at the old 2D platform games, both for the general graphics/mechanics and for the difficult that increase

from easy to very hardcore.

Main features:
- 8 Worlds, each with a different environment

- Comics cutscenes
- A great variety of game styles in a single game

- Increase in difficult from easy to "old style hardcore"
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This game is like Factorio with space exploration. It still needs a lot of polish and content, but the dev is constantly updating and
improving everything.. the tutorials don't even work what a pos looks good plays awful. The Lost Gardens is a great game and
very much worth it. The artstyle is very appealing with the combination of 2D and 3D. The fighting is fun and the overall
movement is really fun. The puzzles are a bit confusing but I'd figure them out in around 5 minutes. Overall a great game! I've
only played .6 hours so far but plan to play much, much more!. Its a neat little fly and keep your ship running VR, shame the
development is done since I felt there could be a good market here,. An interesting, but short, puzzle game. The last puzzle took
me most of the time - and I'm still not sure if my solution was what I thought it should be. Worth a look.... i would add a bit
more story but i am in love with this game so addicting and so intense

also make it so you do not have to click to move make it so you can move freely please. This fine work from the same creative
mind behind Narcissu tells us something about the rain in an ethereal, reflective way.

In a world where only rainy weather prevails, one mysterious girl, who is the only resident of that world, meets a man who had
almost given up on life. Together, they talk about little nothings, until those talks evolve into reflections about living life with
regrets and without them. This is the crux of the story hidden behind the gazillions of raindrops that fell over the course of the
entire story.

The translation could use a little more polishing, and an English dub would be great. Here's my little cast list, including the
originally-silent protagonist:

Protagonist = Max Mittelman
Rin = Christine Marie Cabanos
Lady = Lauren Landa

While at the end, I didn't cry as much as I did when reading Narcissu 1st and 2nd, I felt a sense of accomplishment and victory,
now that Rin has found her way that she lost a long time ago.
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nice sky war game. Don't bother buying it graphics stink looks like your playing a 1950s game.. i love the art style and
background but gameplay is terrible, not smooth, camera angle makes it difficult to see the puzzle sometimes and the biggest
problem is its not fun and theres way too much discontinuation. I hate myself for even owning this trash.. This tech demo
consists of several barely VR-optimized enivronments from DeusEx game. It's filled with distracting aliasing artefacts and awful
distortion effects.. Wonderful game!

Brought it for my phone, Brought it on steam, Brought it again on my phone!

What's really great is the story, the levels, the designs of heroes and characters and the fact all heroes come free on the PC
version!

Should you play it?
HELL YEAH! This is an epic adventure! This is the first kingdom rush game to the series and is still fun to play since 2010.

Postives:
- Rich Story
- Amazing Character design
- Challenging levels
- Epic enemies and bosses
- Amazing heroes
- It is more challenging than the mobile version!
- HEROES ARE FREE ON THE STEAM VERSION AND NOT MOBILE! LOL.
- You can buy it on sale
-

Negatives:
- Lack of cutscenes as in the other Kingdom Rush games
- Not Enough levels
- The best bugs and glitches. The stuff that can make some levels instant win! :D

Overall, 9.4\/10 due to the fact it's worth the price and still is an epic adventure which cannot be forgotten and shouldn't be
forgotten. I have supported Ironhide games since this game release and even after they banned me on discord I still support them
cause their games are made of good quality control!
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